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Learning Objectives in this Part of the Lesson

• Understand the benefits that readers-writer synchronizers provide to concurrent programs
Overview of Readers-Writer Locks
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See en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Readers-writer_lock
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Overview of Readers-Writer Locks

• Readers/writer locks are used when many concurrent threads access a shared resource, e.g.
  • Multiple threads can have read-only access
  • Only one thread can have write access
Overview of Readers-Writer Locks

- Java supports two types of readers-writer locks

**Class StampedLock**
```
java.lang.Object
   java.util.concurrent.locksStampedLock
```

**All Implemented Interfaces:**
```
Serializable
```

```
public class StampedLock
extends Object
implements Serializable
```

A capability-based lock with three modes for controlling read/write access. The state of a StampedLock consists of a version and mode. Lock acquisition methods return a stamp that represents and controls access with respect to a lock state; "try" versions of these methods may instead return the special value zero to represent failure to acquire access. Lock release and conversion methods require stamps as arguments, and fail if they do not match the state of the lock. The three

**Class ReentrantReadWriteLock**
```
java.lang.Object
   java.util.concurrent.locks.ReentrantReadWriteLock
```

**All Implemented Interfaces:**
```
Serializable, ReadWriteLock
```

```
public class ReentrantReadWriteLock
extends Object
implements ReadWriteLock, Serializable
```
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Overview of Readers-Writer Locks

- Java’s readers-writer locks *may* help improve performance
- e.g., when resources are *read* much more often than *written*
- Especially on multi-core & multi-processor platforms

See docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/locks/ReadWriteLock.html
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Overview of Readers-Writer Locks

• Readers-writer locks can be problematic in practice, e.g.
  • Can lead to starvation
  • May be significantly slower than other synchronizers
  • Can be hard to program
Human Known Use of Readers-Writer Locks
A human known use of a readers-writer locking protocol is the process for periodic updates of material on websites that change infrequently.
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A human known use of a readers-writer locking protocol is the process for periodic updates of material on websites that change infrequently, e.g.

- The Vanderbilt undergraduate course catalog is accessed continuously, but only changes once a year.
- Therefore, multiple readers can access the catalog concurrently.
A human known use of a readers-writer locking protocol is the process for periodic updates of material on websites that change infrequently, e.g.

- The Vanderbilt undergraduate course catalog is accessed continuously, but only changes once a year
- Therefore, multiple readers can access the catalog concurrently
- But only one writer can access the catalog when it’s updated annually
End of Java Readers/Writer Locks (Part 1)
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Overview of StampedLock

- Provides a readers-writer implementation in Java 8

Class StampedLock

```
java.lang.Object
java.util.concurrent.locks.StampedLock
```

All Implemented Interfaces:
Serializable

```
public class StampedLock
extends Object
implements Serializable
```

A capability-based lock with three modes for controlling read/write access. The state of a StampedLock consists of a version and mode. Lock acquisition methods return a stamp that represents and controls access with respect to a lock state; "try" versions of these methods may instead return the special value zero to represent failure to acquire access. Lock release and conversion methods require stamps as arguments, and fail if they do not match the state of the lock. The three modes are:

- **Writing.** Method `writeLock()` possibly blocks waiting for exclusive access, returning a stamp that can be used in method `unlockWrite(long)` to release the lock. Untimed and timed versions of `tryWriteLock` are also provided. When the lock is held in write mode, no read locks may be obtained, and all optimistic read validations will fail.

- **Reading.** Method `readLock()` possibly blocks waiting for non-exclusive access, returning a stamp that can be used in method `unlockRead(long)` to release the lock. Untimed and timed versions of `tryReadLock` are also provided.

- **Optimistic Reading.** Method `tryOptimisticRead()` returns a non-zero stamp only if the lock is not currently held in write mode. Method `validate(long)` returns true if the lock has not been acquired in write mode since obtaining a given stamp. This mode can be thought of as an extremely weak version of a read-lock, that can be broken by a writer at any time. The use of optimistic mode for short read-only code segments often

See [docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/locks/StampedLock.html](docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/locks/StampedLock.html)
Overview of StampedLock

• Provides a readers-writer implementation in Java 8
• Much more efficient & scalable than ReentrantReadWriteLock

Class ReentrantReadWriteLock

java.lang.Object
java.util.concurrent.locks.ReentrantReadWriteLock

All Implemented Interfaces:
Serializable, ReadWriteLock

public class ReentrantReadWriteLock
extends Object
implements ReadWriteLock, Serializable

An implementation of ReadWriteLock supporting similar semantics to ReentrantLock.

This class has the following properties:

• Acquisition order

This class does not impose a reader or writer preference ordering for lock access. However, it does support an optional fairness policy.

Class StampedLock

java.lang.Object
java.util.concurrent.locks.StampedLock

All Implemented Interfaces:
Serializable

public class StampedLock
extends Object
implements Serializable

A capability-based lock with three modes for controlling read/write access. The state of a StampedLock consists of a version and mode. Lock acquisition methods return a stamp that represents and controls access with respect to a lock state; "try" versions of these methods may instead return the special value zero to represent failure to acquire access. Lock release and conversion methods require stamps as arguments, and fail if they do not match the state of the lock. The three modes are:

• **Writing.** Method writeLock() possibly blocks waiting for exclusive access, returning a stamp that can be used in method unlockWrite(long) to release the lock. Untimed and timed versions of tryWriteLock are also provided. When the lock is held in write mode, no read locks may be obtained, and all optimistic read validations will fail.

• **Reading.** Method readLock() possibly blocks waiting for non-exclusive access, returning a stamp that can be used in method unlockRead(long) to release the lock. Untimed and timed versions of tryReadLock are also provided.

• **Optimistic Reading.** Method tryOptimisticRead() returns a non-zero stamp only if the lock is not currently held in write mode. Method validate(long) returns true if the lock has not been acquired in write mode since obtaining a given stamp. This mode can be thought of as an extremely weak version of a read-lock, that can be broken by a writer at any time. The use of optimistic mode for short read-only code segments often
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Overview of StampedLock

- Provides a readers-writer implementation in Java 8

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {

Does not implement ReadWriteLock interface, does not use AbstractQueuedSynchronizer, & does not apply Bridge pattern
```
Overview of StampedLock

• Provides three locking modes

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...

These modes go above & beyond what’s supported in ReentrantReadWriteLock
```
Overview of StampedLock

• Provides three locking modes
• Writing

public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long writeLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock(
        long time,
        TimeUnit unit) { ... }
...

Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
- Writing

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long writeLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock(long time,
                               TimeUnit unit) {...}
    ...

    All methods return a “stamp” value, which is a long that contains a version & a mode
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
- Writing
  - Acquires lock exclusively, blocking until available

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
...
	public long writeLock() { ... }
	public long tryWriteLock() { ... }
	public long tryWriteLock(
	    long time,
	    TimeUnit unit) { ... }
...
```
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  - Writing
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Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
    - Acquires lock exclusively, blocking until available
    - Acquires lock exclusively if it’s immediately available
    - Acquires lock exclusively if available within given time

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long writeLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock() { ... }
    public long tryWriteLock(long time, TimeUnit unit) {...}
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {

    public long readLock() { ... }

    public long tryReadLock() { ... }

    public long tryReadLock(
        long time,
        TimeUnit unit) { ... }

    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
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    ...
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Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively, blocking until available

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long readLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock
        (long time,
         TimeUnit unit) { ... }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively, blocking until available
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively if immediately available

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long readLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock(
        long time, TimeUnit unit) {...}
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively, blocking until available
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively if immediately available
    - Acquires lock non-exclusively if it is available within given time

public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long readLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock() { ... }
    public long tryReadLock(long time, TimeUnit unit) { ... }
    ...

Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
  - Optimistic reading

Support for optimistic reading is a major difference between StampedLock & ReentrantReadWriteLock
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
  - Optimistic reading

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryOptimisticRead() {
        ...
    }

    public boolean validate (long stamp) {
        ...
    }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
  - Optimistic reading
- Returns an “observation stamp” for later validation or 0 if locked exclusively

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryOptimisticRead() {
        ...
    }
    ...
    public boolean validate (long stamp) {
        ...
    }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides three locking modes
  - Writing
  - Reading
  - Optimistic reading
    - Returns an “observation stamp” for later validation or 0 if locked exclusively
    - True if lock hasn’t been acquired exclusively since stamp was issued

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryOptimisticRead() {
        ...
    }

    public boolean validate(long stamp) {
        ...
    }
    ...
}
```

Synchronization overhead is very low if validate() succeeds
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead (long stamp) { ... }

    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally convert to a write lock

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long
        tryToConvertToWriteLock
        (long stamp) { ... }
    
    public long
        tryToConvertToReadLock
        (long stamp) { ... }
    
    public long
        tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
        (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
- If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action

```java
public class StampedLock
        implements java.io.Serializable {
        ...
        public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) {
            ...
        }

        public long
            tryToConvertToReadLock
            (long stamp) {
            ...
        }

        public long
            tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
            (long stamp) {
            ...
        }

        ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
  - If stamp represents holding a write lock, return it

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long
        tryToConvertToWriteLock
            (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToReadLock
            (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
            (long stamp) { ... }
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Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a write lock, return it
    - If stamp represents holding a read lock—and a write lock is available—atomically release read lock & return write stamp

```java
class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {

    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock(long stamp) {
        // Implementation...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock(long stamp) {
        // Implementation...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead(long stamp) {
        // Implementation...
    }

    // Additional methods...
}
```
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- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a write lock, return it
    - If stamp represents holding a read lock—and a write lock is available—atomically release read lock & return write stamp
    - If stamp represents a read that’s optimistic, return write stamp if available

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...

    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
        (long stamp) { ... }

    ...
```
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- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a write lock, return it
    - If stamp represents holding a read lock—and a write lock is available—atomically release read lock & return write stamp
    - If stamp represents a read that’s optimistic, return write stamp if available
  - Else return zero
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- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a write lock atomically release it & obtain read lock
    - If stamp represents holding a read lock, return it

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a write lock atomically release it & obtain read lock
    - If stamp represents holding a read lock, return it
    - If stamp represents holding an optimistic read, return read stamp only if available

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long
        tryToConvertToWriteLock
            (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToReadLock
            (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
            (long stamp) { ... }

    ...
```


Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
• If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
  • If stamp represents holding a write lock atomically release it & obtain read lock
  • If stamp represents holding a read lock, return it
  • If stamp represents holding an optimistic read, return read stamp only if available
• Else return zero

public class StampedLock
  implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long
      tryToConvertToWriteLock
      (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
      tryToConvertToReadLock
      (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
      tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
      (long stamp) { ... }

    ...
  }
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock (long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead (long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

• Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  • If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock (long stamp) { ... }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
- If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
- If stamp represents holding a lock release it & return an observation stamp

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public long
        tryToConvertToWriteLock
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToReadLock
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public long
        tryToConvertToOptimisticRead
        (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
```
• Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  • If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    • If stamp represents holding a lock release it & return an observation stamp
  • If stamp represents holding an optimistic read, return it if it’s validated

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...

    public long tryToConvertToWriteLock(
        long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToReadLock(
        long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead(
        long stamp) {
        ...
    }

    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Conditionally perform conversions across lock modes
  - If lock state matches stamp, performs one following action
    - If stamp represents holding a lock release it & return an observation stamp
    - If stamp represents holding an optimistic read, return it if it’s validated
  - Else return zero

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
  ...
  public long tryToConvertToWriteLock (long stamp) { ... }
  public long tryToConvertToReadLock (long stamp) { ... }
  public long tryToConvertToOptimisticRead (long stamp) { ... }
  ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

• Provides several ways to release the lock

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public void unlockWrite (long stamp) { ... }
    
    public void unlockRead (long stamp) { ... }
    
    public void unlock (long stamp) { ... }
    
    ...
```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides several ways to release the lock
- Releases exclusive lock if state matches given stamp

```java
class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public void unlockWrite
        (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
    public void unlockRead
        (long stamp) { ... }
    public void unlock
        (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
}
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides several ways to release the lock
  - Releases exclusive lock if state matches given stamp
  - Releases non-exclusive lock if state matches given stamp

```java
public class StampedLock implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public void unlockWrite (long stamp) { ... }
    public void unlockRead (long stamp) { ... }
    public void unlock (long stamp) { ... }
    ...
}```
Overview of StampedLock

- Provides several ways to release the lock
  - Releases exclusive lock if state matches given stamp
  - Releases non-exclusive lock if state matches given stamp
  - Releases lock if lock state matches given stamp

```java
public class StampedLock
    implements java.io.Serializable {
    ...
    public void unlockWrite
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public void unlockRead
        (long stamp) { ... }

    public void unlock
        (long stamp) { ... }

    ...
```

`unlock()` is less efficient than `unlockWrite()` & `unlockRead()`
End of Java Readers/Writer Locks (Part 2)
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- Understand the benefits that readers-writer synchronizers provide to concurrent programs
- Know the key methods in Java 8 StampedLock
- Recognize how to apply Java 8 StampedLock in practice

```java
class Point {
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        }
```
Simple Example of StampedLock
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {

    private double x;
    private double y;

    private final StampedLock sl =
        new StampedLock();

    ...
```

See [docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/locks/StampedLock.html](http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/locks/StampedLock.html)
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    private double x;
    private double y;

    private final StampedLock sl = 
        new StampedLock();

    ...}
```

Maintains two-dimensional points
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    private double x;
    private double y;

    private final StampedLock sl = new StampedLock();
    ...

    State that must be protected
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {

    private double x;
    private double y;

    private final StampedLock sl =
        new StampedLock();

    ...
}
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
  ...  
  An exclusively locked method

  void move(double deltaX, double deltaY) {
    long stamp = sl.writeLock();
    try {
      x += deltaX;
      y += deltaY;
    } finally {
      sl.unlockWrite(stamp);
    }
  }
  ...
}
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    void move(double deltaX, double deltaY) {
        long stamp = sl.writeLock();
        try {
            x += deltaX;
            y += deltaY;
        } finally {
            sl.unlockWrite(stamp);
        }
    }
    ...
```

Acquire a write lock
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    void move(double deltaX, double deltaY) {
        long stamp = sl.writeLock();
        try {
            x += deltaX;  // Modify the state
            y += deltaY;
        } finally {
            sl.unlockWrite(stamp);
        }
    }
    ...
}
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

• The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    void move(double deltaX,
                double deltaY) {
        long stamp = sl.writeLock();
        try {
            x += deltaX;
            y += deltaY;
        } finally {
            sl.unlockWrite(stamp);
        }
    }
    ...
    Release the write lock
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

• The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp);
            }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...

A read-only method
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally
            { sl.unlockRead(stamp); }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
```

Attempt to get an "observation" stamp
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp);
            }
        }
        return Math.sqrt (currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
```

"Optimistically" read state into local variables
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp); }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
```

Check if another Thread acquired a write lock
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally
            { sl.unlockRead(stamp); }
        }
        return Math.sqrt (currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
}
```

Block to acquire a read lock as long as a Thread holds the write lock
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;  // Do “pessimistic” reads
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp);
            }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
```
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp);
            }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
}
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

class Point {
    ... 
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp); 
            }
        }  
        return Math.sqrt (currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ... 

}  

No lock to release if validate() succeeded
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    double distanceFromOrigin() {
        long stamp = sl.tryOptimisticRead();
        double currX = x, currY = y;
        if (!sl.validate(stamp)) {
            stamp = sl.readLock();
            try {
                currX = x; currY = y;
            } finally {
                sl.unlockRead(stamp);
            }
        }
        return Math.sqrt(currX * currX + currY * currY);
    }
    ...
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (Exception e) {}
        ...
    }
    ...
```
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();  // Acquire a read lock
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        }
    }
    ...
```
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (InterruptedException e) {
            Thread.currentThread().interrupt();
        }
    }
    ...
}
```

Executes at most twice
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...  
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (java.lang.IllegalMonitorStateException e) {
            // handle error
        }
    }
    ...  
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

• The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (Throwable t) {
            // Handle exception
        }
    }
    ...
}
Simple Example of StampedLock

• The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (Exception e) {
            // Handle exception
        }
    }
    ...
}
Simple Example of StampedLock

• The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break; // Exit the loop
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
    }
    ...
}
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...

    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } finally {
            // Conversion failed, release read lock & block until write lock acquired
        }
    }

    ...
```
Simple Example of StampedLock

- The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    // ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                long ws = sl.tryConvertToWriteLock(stamp);
                if (ws != 0L) {
                    stamp = ws;
                    x = newX; y = newY;
                    break;
                } else {
                    sl.unlockRead(stamp);
                    stamp = sl.writeLock();
                }
            }
        } catch (InterruptedException e) {
            // Handle interruption
        }
    }
    // ...

    This conversion will succeed since stamp is now a write lock
```
The Point class shows how to program with StampedLock

```java
class Point {
    ...
    void moveIfAtOrigin(double newX, double newY) {
        long stamp = sl.readLock();
        try {
            while (x == 0.0 && y == 0.0) {
                ...
                stamp = ws;
                ...
                stamp = sl.writeLock();
            }
        }
        } finally { sl.unlock(stamp); }
    }
    ...
    Release the appropriate lock
```